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Court awards Bailey
$147,500 in damages
Kent Kullby and Dennis Pohlman
Former UNM Black Studies
Director Harold Bailey was awarded
$147,500 in compensatory and
punitive damages from the University, former UNM president William
"Bud" Davis and UNM Vice President Marvin "Swede" Johnson in
Tuesday's settlement of a $225,000
civil rights suit.
The jury awarded Bailey $97,500
in compensatory damages, and
leveled $30,000 in punitive darnages against Davis and $20,000
against Johnson.
In awarding punitive damages,
the jury decided that Davis and
Johnson had acted in a malicious,
wanton or oppressive manner in terminating Bailey's contract with
UNM, said Stephen Farber,
Bailey's attorney.
Bailey, 35, who first filed suit in
1980, said he could have waited longer if it had been necessary. "I
waited over two years to get a hearing," Bailey said. "I am extremely
happy. The outcome of this trial
should serve as an example that institutions ignore the needs and rights
of those not in power."

At the defendant's table Tuesday,
only assistant UNM attorney Jon
Zorn was present to hear the verdict.
''We'll be reviewing the evidence to
decide if we will appeal the case,"
he said.
Attorney Farber added that he felt
the verdict ''should send a clear
message to the Board of Regents that
they should look at how they treat
minorities at UNM."
The Regents of UNM originally
were also named in the suit, but U.S.
District Judge Juan Burciaga dismissed them as defendants Friday. Burciaga ruled the evidence did not implicate the Board in the formulation
of the alleged conspiracy to deny
Bailey his civil rights.
University Provost McAllister
Hull and UNM attorney David Peter
Rask were also dismissed as defendants, leaving Johnson and Davis as
sole defendants in the suit.
During the later stages of the trial,
which began Monday in Federal
District Court here, the 'Lobogate'
basketball scandal became a major
issue for Bailey's attorney, Stephen
Farber. Farber contended that heat
from the investigation then underway by the National Collegiate

Athletic Association caused Davis
and Johnson to seck "scapegoats"
on which to pin the blame for trans~
cript irregularities.
Farber presented evidence showing that the NCAA had char.ged
Bailey with altering course records,
giving Lobo Basketball star Jimmy
Allen credit for a course he did not
attend, although UNM records
showed that Allen received an 'incomplete' in the course.
Bailey claimed his outspokcncss
on the problems of Black athclctes in
his capacity as coordinator of the
Afro-American Studies Program
was a major reason why Davis and
Johnson used the NCAA allegations
as an excuse to rid themselves of
him.
Farber charged that Davis and
Johnson split Bailey's department in
two and then used Bailey's reaction
as grounds to fire him without due
process. Bailey's attempts to get a
grievance hearing through what he
perceived as the proper channels
was not granted, and the verdict
Tuesday reflected the jury's agreement that Bailey was not given fair
treatment.

Joe Cavaretta

VICTORY: Harold Bailey (left), ex-director of the UNM AfroAmerican studies program walks out of the Federal Courthouse after a jury awarded him $146,000 agreeing UNM
violated his civil rights.

Warrant issued for
slain officer's wife
United Press International
The estranged wife of slain Deputy Police Chief Jack Martin, who has
been hospitalized for treatment of
shock since the shooting, was
charged Tuesday with an open count
of murder.
District Attorney Steven Schiff
announced at a press conference that
he listed the charge in a criminal
information filed Monday in District
Judge Phillip Baiamonte's court.
Sophie Martin has been hospitalized and speechless since the Aug.
22 shooting.
Schiff said an arrest warrant also
was obtained, but has not been
served because Mrs. Martin is hospitalized under police guard already.
He said she would be allowed to
remain in the hospital at least a
week, and that her lawyer, Leon
Taylor, had agreed to a physical examination fot her at the end of the
week to determine whether she

could leave.
He said Taylor told him that he
had informed her of the charges
against her and that a warrant for her
arrest had been issued.
Schiff said that because of the
publicity generated by the case, he
would rather pursue the case through
a preliminary hearing in open court
than go through the normal grand
jury routine.
He said a preliminary hearing
would allow public access to the evidence already gathered.
.
Martin suffered two bullet
wounds in the head and two in the
chest, and died about 20 hours later.
According to court documents
already filed in the case, Martin and
his wife had gone out the night of
Aug. 21 to discuss a legal separation. They had not lived together
since June 7, and Mrs. Martin had
filed for divorce Aug. 10.

RemitJders:
The deadline for adding classes is Friday, Sept.3. Students may still
change their grading options and class sections through Sept. 17 and
may drop classes without penalty through Oct. I.
For more details, please visit the Registration Center in Bandelier
Hall East.
Also, UNM will be closed Motiduy, Sept. 5, for the Labor Day
holiday. Classes will nor be held. and University offices will be. closed
that day.

SHOWDOWN for the 18th Congressional district is set for the November general election
between last night's winners Republican Kevin Bundy (left) and Democrat Judith Pratt.

Special primary

·Pratt-Bundy race set for fall
Dennis Pohln1an
It was born in a sea of controversy
and may yet be challenged in court.
Tuesday's special legislators only
primary election, the most confusing election New Mexico has ever
seen, is histcry.
The special primary, called after
the reapportionment of the state's 70
house districts in June; was to settle
who would face who in November's
general election. However; renewed
attempts in court leave Tuesday's
results in limbo. State officials conducting the election may yet see all
the work go for naught.
IriBemalillo County, the reapportionment put UNM in the center of
House District 18. The change
altered the complexion ofthe district
by including many more middle and

upper..middte class neighborhoods, turc, nailed down most of the Disand the district saw closely con~ trict 18 precincts early and coasted
tested races in both the Democratic to victory.
Across the state, conservative
and Republican parties.
Winner of the Republican spot on coalition members were no match
the November ballot is 28-year-old for challengers, and almost all coali·
Kevin Bundy. Bundy, a resident of tion regulars found spots on the
District 11 until the reapportion· November ballot.
Liberal 'loyalist' Democrats also
ment, edged out Betty Davidson, a
strong supporter of Rep. Manuel Lu- saw their stock rise, and urban injan's re-election campaign, and cumbents were largely successful
businessman Sol Hoffman, collect- despite what they perceived as coaliing some 51 percent of generally tion attempts to oust them by careful
very light voting within the district. redistricting. A noteable exception
On the Democratic side, incum- Was a major upset in the Democratic
bent Rep. Judith Pratt handily defe- race for Bernalillo County District
ate-d attorney Cisco McSorley; 13, where first-term Rep. Robert
garnering 56 percent of the vote to Aragon, a UNM law student, went
McSorley's 43 percent total. Pratt; down to· defeat at the hands of chalseeking her third term in. the legist a· lenger Jay Gonzales.
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Wire Report
ASUNM Film Committee

International News

presents

Alfred Hitchcock's

Psycho
Wednesday September 1
New Mexico Union Theatre
Showtimes: 1:10, 3:15, 7:00 and 9:00

C::J

Newsland
Bookstore

MAGAZINES--over 1.ooo u.s. & Foreign Titles
(French, German, British, Spanish, Italian)
OUT-OF-STATE NEWSPAPERS
Washington Post
NY Times (Daily) Houston
LA Times
Phoenix
Seattle
Chicago Tribune
London
Denver
And Many Others
Dallas
San Francisco
Las Vegas
El Paso

"

PAPERBACKS -Large Selection
Science Fiction, Best Sellers, Financial, Classics,
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Etc.

9am-9pm 7 Days A week
2112 Central S.E.
(Across From UNM)
~~~'S"i

Attention Busness
Majors!
Delta Sigma Pi extends its invitation to you to
join our nationally recognized professional
fraternity.

Activities include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Professional Speakers
Business Tours
Community Service
Fund Raising
Social activities

For more information join us
September 2, 1982 at 8 pm
Room IOOASM
or call
Jennie Scrivener at 294-0116 or
Helena Sasmor at 884-4370

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop.
2120 Central SE

Poles honor Solidarity;
police fight the crowds
WARSAW, Poland - Riot police using concussion grenades, tear gas and water cannons cla~hed Tues·
day wilh thousands of Poles who defied martial law and
marched in nine cities' to m;IJ'k Solidarity's second
anniversary. Several hundred arrests were reported.
Officials said injuries had been reported but gave no
details.
Some of the protesters chanted ''Gestapo, Gestapo''
and ''Free Lech Walesa'' in the rallies that defied repeated government warnings it would use full force to
break up protests called by the suspended union's
underground leaders.
The official news <~gency PAP reported hundreds
were arrested, including Zbigniew Romaszewski,
director of the clandestine Solidarity Radio,
Security forces also cut intercity phone links, slapped
a curfew on the southwestern city of Wroclaw and
planned similar measures in other regions.
In Wars<~W, angry young demonstrators among
20,000 protesters hurled rocks and occasionally gasoline bombs from behind improvised barricades before
riot police battled back with tear gas.
Street clashes raged until I 1 p.m. in Gdansk, Solidarity's birthplace. Police broke up the last barricade t.here
by firing tear gas at youths holding Molotov cocktails at
a barricade 300 yards from Solidarity headquarters,
where someone placed a lighted candle and a bouquet of
flowers on the doorstep.
An Interior Ministry spokesman claimed the rallies
were a blow to Solidarity because fewer than 100,000
people participated natio11wide - a small fraction of
Solidarity's 10 million members.
The U.S. State Department said the secoO(}
anniversary demonstrations showed "once again that
repression wiii not solve Poland's problems" and
wished Solidarity "a long, fruitful and successful life."
The Soviet Union condemned them, however, and
hinted the result would be an extension and tightening of
the martial law imposed in Poland last Dec. 13,
Peaceful pro-Solidarity demonstrations Were held in
New York City and in at least two cities in West Germany.
At least 20,000 demonstrators gathered in Warsaw
near the picturesque Old Town and the central, Stalinist-era Palace of Culture.
Police appealed through loudspeakers for the crowds
to disperse, then laid down a blanket of tear gas and
fired water cannons and flares.
Two hours after the fighting broke out, a crowd of
about I ,000 people marched to the former Solidarity
headquarters in Warsaw, carrying a union banner and
chanting "Free Walesa."
Another crowd of 6,000 people waving I0-yard-long
union banners marched down main streets near the
central train station at about the same time.
In Wroclaw, a Solidarity stronghold, witnesses said
about 20,000 demonstratrators grouped and regrouped
as police charged with tear gas and water cannons.
In Nowa Huta, police used water cannons and tear
gas to break up a peaceful march by several thousands
steel workers,

British defy Reagan pipeline ban
GLASGOW, Scotland - A Soviet freighter began
loading six British-made turbines for the trans-Siberian
pipeline Tuesday, making Brit~in the second natio~ to
defy President Reagan's sanctions. There was no Immediate U.S. response.
The U.S. administration retaliated last week against
two French finns that defied sanctions against the use of
U.S. technology for the pipeline, but Reagan's top
advisers appeared divided on what action to take against
the British finn, John Brown Engineering, which manufactured the turbines.
In Santa Barbara, Calif., a U.S. spokesman said the
United States "Will take action" to enforce the embargo, originally adopted to e11prcss displeasure ~JVer
Soviet support for the Polish crackdown on the Solidarity trade union.
But administration sources said Secretary of State
George Shultz and Commerce Secretary ~alcolm ~al
drige have recommended reduced sanctiOns agam~t
John Brown to minimize damage to the Atlanl!c
alliance.
The six turbines were built by John Brown under a
U.S. license and arc part of a $184 million contract
between the finn and the Soviet Union for the 3,600mile pipeline.
Italy may soon join France and Britain in defying the
American ban. A Soviet freighter is moored outside the
port of Livorno, awaiting official word that two turbines
have arrived for delivery.
William Brock, Reagan's trade minister, is expected
in London Thursday and Friday for talks on the pipeline
controversy.
In California, White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said Reagan would wait until all six Britishbuilt turbines were loaded in Glascow and the Soviet
ship had left Scotland before ta.J<ing actism against the
• • • • ' • • • • '"' •• ' • . • - ' •• •.1' • • • • '

Wire Report

by United Press International
British company.
.
.
. .
John Brown Engineenng, which has 12 substdi~
companies in !he United States, faced unlimited fines in
Britain if it did not honor the Soviet contract.

National News

Indicator rise may
herald recovery

National News

Lethal injection drugs
might need FDA's okay

WASHINGTON- The government's
sensitive economic indicators rose for the
fourth consecutive month in July., showing
that recovery is on its way, the administration
said Tuesday.
The composite index of leading indicators
was up 1.3 percent in July and promised to
climb again in August because of the stock
market surge, the Commerce Department reported.
The economic index, the financial markets
and major private forecasters now ha~e joined
in anticipating at least partial economiC recovery near the end of t~e yc~.
. .
"The signi1;1cant pickup m the leadmg Index for July, coming on the heels f!f thre_e
previous monthly gains, is encouragmg evidence that economic recovery is about to get
under way,'' Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige said.
Private forecaster Michael Evans, now
chief economist of a New York securities.
dealer, McMahon, Brafman, Morgan and

WASHINGTON- Eight ''Death Row'' inmates
will.ask aU .S. appeals court to rule that lethal doses of
marketed drugs must be federally approved for usc in
carrying out the death penalty, a lawyer said Tuesday.
Davi~ Kendall, attorney for three inmates from Texas
and five from Oklahoma, said they will appeal Monday's ruling by U.S. District Judge Nonna Holloway
Johnson that the Food and Drug Administration does
not have to approve drugs designated for use in capital
punishment cases.
Kendall said the ruling affects death row inmates in
four states where lethal injections are allowed - 146
inmates in Texas, 39 in Oklahoma, four in New Mexico
and five in Idaho.
In recent years, all four states have passed laws
allowing death row executions with lethal injections of a
quickacting barbiturate combined with a chemical paralytic agent.
Although New Mexico and Idaho do not specify a
drug, the drugs allowed in Oklahoma and Texas are
lawfully manufactured and marketed for various medical and therapeutic purposes. None have been approved
by the FDA for executions.
In their suit, the eight Death Row inmates from Oklahoma and Texas argued that the FDA has an obligation
to make sure the drugs administered in death penalty
cases are ''safe and effective for that particular purpose."
But Judge Johnson disagreed, ruling the·agency had
the authority not to interfere with the "implementation
of state capital punishment statutes."
"The court ... does not believe that the (FDA's)
decision to decline to exercise jurisdiction over an unapproved usc of certain lawfully marketed prescription
drugs can fairly be viewed as a blanket abdication by the
FDA of its authority over all state-supervised procedures," Johnson said.

poor.

"We can't afford to hire public relations people from
Los Angeles and pay them up to $.1 million per year,"
he said.

Wall Street bull market roars on
NEW YORK- Wall Street's summer rally roared
to a 12-month high Tuesday as the Dow Jones industrial
average wrapped up its best August since World War II
in the ninth busiest session in history.
The Dow Jones industrial average climbed 8.0 I to
901.31, the highest level since Aug. 25, 1981.. The
price of an average share on the New .York Stock Exchange increased 42 cents as advances routed declines
1,201-381.
Buying accelerated when the Dow broke through the
900 level as large investors flocked into the market

Company, agreed the recovery is on the way,
but predicted it will be brief: "The indicators
are pretty strong now. We arc going to have a
recovery and it's going to last all of two quarters."
The indicators showing improvement were
led by an increase in building pennits. The
length of the average workweek also improved. New unemployment insurance claims
decreased. Orders for consumer goods and
factory equipment went up. Raw materials
prices were up as was the money supply ad.
justed for inflation.

Teacher strikes wrack U.S.

threatened.
East St. Louis teachers failed to show up
Tuesday after rejecting a proposed 5 percent
wage increase.''
'
Teachers at West Chicago Community
High School voted to strike early Tuesday. In
the Chicago suburbs, a strike canceled classes
for 10,400 students in Palatine-Rolling
Meadows Element~ School District 15.
Washington County in Ohio was hit by two
strikes Monday. In Butte, Mont., 6,800 students were affected by strikes.
·. A spokesman for the California Teachers
Association said there has been ''talk among
leaders in some districts" about striking.

State and Local News

Teacher strikes Tuesday in Illinois, Michigan and Ohio swelled the ranks of public
school students on unscheduled holiday to
more than 134,000.
Pennsylvania teachers walked picket lines
in Allegheny County, Burgettstown, MeyersLAS CRUCES- The Vatican has
dale, Southeastern Greene, Freeport and parts announced creation of a new Roman Catholic
diocese for southern New Mexico, and the
of Pittsburgh.
Teachers in five Michigan school districts, appointment of an auxili~ bishop from San
including Flint, were on strike. In Detroit, one Antonio, Texas, to head it.
El Paso Bishop Raymundo Pcfia read a
union official said a strike was ''looking more
proclamation from Pope ~ohn Paul II Tuesday
and more likely.
More than 32,000 Illinois students were out creating the new Diocese of Las Cruces from 7
of class Tuesday and more strikes were. 112 counties of his diocese and 2 l/2 counties

Vatican announces
new N.M. diocese

fr01n the see of Santa f1c Archbishop Robert
Sanchez..
The pope selected Bishop Ricardo Rnmircz
to head the new diocese, which has a total
population of 363,000, of which 120,000 arc
Roman Catholic. It includes 44 parishes 1111d
42 missions.
"We rejoice in the growth of the Catholic
Church in the Southwest, which has made the
creation of this uew diocese necessary,'' Pefia
said. "The church will be of greater service
and in closer proximity to the people it
serves."
The Diocese of Las Cruces is comprised of
Chaves, Doiia Ana, Eddy, Grant, Hidalgo,
Lea, Lincolu, Luna, Otero and Sierra counties.

UNM gains $40,000 grant
WASIIINGTON - The New Mexico
congressional delegation announced Tuesday
that UNM has been awarded a $40,000 gr~nt
by the Education Department.
The grant through the Education Department's Fund for the Improvement of Postsecond~ Education is for development of a
state-wide .instructional telecommunications
system.
The system is expected to be of particular
benefit to students in rural areas.

Boston arsonists
sneer at reward
BOSTON - A half dozen suspicious fires erupted in blue-collar
neighborhoods of Boston Tuesday
just hours after Mayor Kevin H.
White increased rewards for turning
in arsonists responsible for the city's
wave of fires.
The latest fires swept one occupied tenement, leaving four families
homeless; three vacant buildings, an
outdoor theater and a small store. A
22-year-old man was arrested in the
fire bombing of the store.

Hopis are still denied their lands
PHOENIX, Arizona - Hopi Tribal Chainnan Ivan
Sidney accused the Navajo leadership Tuesday of
blocking a settlement to a long-standing land dispute
between the two tribes.
Sidney, who has headed the Hopi tribe for eight
months, said "much ... could be resolved" if the
Navajos would negotiate in "good faith."
"Certainly I'd like to see a new direction from the
Navajo leadership," Sidney said at a Phoenix news
conference.
Despite a 1977 U.S. district court ruling that divided
the 1.8 million acres evenly between the tribes, Sidney
said the Navajos have constantly delayed a final settlement.
"We want to have the law implemented to the fullest," Sidney said, expressing the Hopis' dissatisfaction with the continuing delays.
"All that we are asking today is that we be allowed to
use the land that was partitioned to us," Sidney said.
"We want what is rightfully ours."
According to the Hopi official, at least4,500 Navajos
still live on the land that was deeded to the Hopi tribe by
the court order and they "are not anxious to move:'
Sidney said besides being hampered by opposition
from the Navajos, the Hopis also are being hurt by
attempts by the federal government to "stall" settlement of the Hopi portion of the disputed land.
Sidney said the Hopi tribe wants to adopt ordinances
that will govern Hopis who move onto the land, but he
said all the ordinances have been vetoed by the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The Hopi chainnan said the dispute is becoming more
of a political question with the Navajos holding the
upper hand because the Navajos outnumber the Hopis
nearly 20 to I. He said there are about 150,000 Navajos
and only 8,500 Hopis.
·
Another reason for the stalemate, Sidney said, is
because the Hopis, unlike the mineral-rich Navajos, are

By United Press International

(
i
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No serious injuries were reported
but a number firefighters suffered
cuts and bruises.
Total damages for the six fires
were estimated at $60,000. It was
the 19th night since June I that firefighters have 'been confronted by
outbreaks of four ()r more suspicious
fires.
Richard Brown of the Roxbury
section was arrested and charged
with the firebombing of the C & R
convenience store in the Dorchester
section. Damaged to the store was
estimated at $300. He was charged
with arson and held on$10,000 bail.
Police gave no motive for the frrebombing.

BOCOUNT
C. SUBJECT
SPIRAL NOTEBOOK

Brown's arrest brought to four the
number of suspects arrested on arson
charges in the past month. The other
three suspects ha.ve been sent to a
mental hospital for psychiatric evaluation.
"The fires are typical of others
we've had," said a fire official, about the latest in the summer-long
siege of more than 160 suspicious
fires that caused some $5 million in
damages, mostly to vacant buildings.
The worst reported blaze was a
four-alann fire that roared through a
vacant three-story tenement in the
Dorchester section late Monday,
then jumped to an adjacent occupied
four-family home.

lf{}

Fire officials said during the fire
they had trouble locating a hydrant
across the street because garbage
was heaped around it. Officials said
traces of accelerant were reported in
the vacant building.
A three-alann fire broke out in a
vacant three-story building in the
Roxbury section.
Other smaller suspicious blazes
were reported in two buildings in the
Brighton section and a city outdoor
theater in Jamaica Plain. Several
minor injuries to firefighters were ·
reported in those blazes.
On Monday, the mayor increased
from $1,000 to $5,000 ttic reward
offered for turning in arsonists under
a community "Arson Watch'' program set up by the insurance industry.

•
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Democrat blasts
Reagan at ,Classic
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Out of the Waste Basket

by Mark Blazek

Dennis Pohlman

Plato wants it, Milton doesn't
The 9th and 10th graders in
Minot, North Dakota, will be able
to read Newswaek after all. Last,
week the Minot school board reversed a decision made earlier
this year to b.an the magazine
from these students on the
grounds it is too liberal.
This incident is just another in
the long line of efforts by selfappointed censures who have
apparently become encouraged
by the conservative swing in the
1980 elections. The American
Library Association reports a
five-fold increase in complaints
about books in public libraries
since Ronald Reagan's election.
Last year public libraries reported pressure from SACs toremove such books as The Good
Earth by Pearl S. Buck, Endless
Love by Scott Spencer, Joy of
Sex by Alex Comfort, and
Aesop's Fables.
In Maryland they're fighting to
get One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest off the shelves. In North
Carolina they're after Huxley's
Brave New World. Salinger's The
Catcher in the Rye (the most banned book to date) is prohibited in
too many cities to mention.
It's understandable that Solzhenitsyn is banned in Moscow,
Russia, but the SACs have sueceeded in banning this author in
New Lisbon, Maine, also.
UNMhasitsownbrandofcensorship with Regent Phillip Mar-

tinez screaming foul at the Daily
Lobo for publishing political endorsements.
The censorship debate is nothing new. Plato's views advocated total political control of the
arts and their products. Plato insists that all the arts in his ideal
republic should serve prescribed
moral and political ends. The rulers of the state- custodians of
virtue- are under obOgation to
suppress any artistic activity that
would weaken virtue and support artistic activity that would
cause it to flourish.
Far on the other end of the
scale lies John Milton who con·
ceives human nature as more
robust and far less corruptible
than Plato does. Accordingly, he
recommends that individuals,
aided by sound moral education,
should be exposed to good and
evil. They will, he believes, then
choose good,
America has adopted a position between these two and bar·
rows something from both. It
asserts the state should not de·
termine what kinds of arts are
permitted but reserves to society
some nebulous control- the
Supreme Court calls this "community standards"- over the
exhibition of works of art to the
public at large.
Art, written, painted, or otherwise, can and does have socia.l
effects. Insofar as art can have

JIReal Women" entries
due September 10
The editor of the New Mexico
Dally lobo wishes to announce, in
the spirit of Bruce Feirstein's
"Real Men Don't Eat Quiche," a
writer's competition to best describe REAL WOMEN. If REAL
MEN don't eat quiche, if they love
John Wayne, chain saws, beer
and Monday Night Football, what
do REAL WOMEN do? Do they
call spagheHi "pasta"? Do they
engage In 'meaningful dia·
logues?' Can they 'relate' to people? Where do Ihey wear their clo·
thing labels - inside or out?
Entries must be typed, double·
spaced and limited to 500 words.
They will be judged on Wit, re·
levancy and creativity. Bring en·
tries to the Daily Lobo office or

DOONESBURY

mail them in by SEPTEMBER 10,
1982. Winner will be announced
Monday, September 13, 1982.
PRIZES: The winner of the
REAL WOMEN competition will
receive publication of the winning
entry in the Daily Lobo on
September 13, 1982, and a free
tour of the UNM Women's Center.
The winner can also expect to receive a large percentage of the
revenue from the publication
rights and upcoming film rights as
soon as Feirstein sees the entries
and decides to buy the winning
entry. (We expect Feirstein to be
contacting us any day now.)
All entries become the property
of the Daily Lobo, which does not
guarantee their return.

by Garry Trudeau

social effects, it should be subject to some minimal social con·
trol.
Censorship is a way of protect·
ing the adolescent, the physical·
ly unbalanced, and the foolishly
gullible from those who pander
to and profit from their weak·
ness.
Self-interest motivates behavior, and far more interesting
than the complex issue of censorship is speculating what motivates SACs, In Regent Martinez'
case, no doubt, his viewpoint
may not have been vocalized if
he did not recall reverberations
from last spring which rumored
the Lobo will endorse gubernatorial candidate Toney
Anaya- needless to say, not
the candidate of Martinez'
choice.
In the case of the majority of
other SACs, the usual reason for
censorship echoes with words
like ''Christian," "morality," and
"children."
Parents, school teachers, and
librarians have legitimate concerns. But it is anti-Christian and
immoral to censor any work of
art from adults. SACs should
concentrate less on prohibitions
and more on fostering intellec·
tual and moral habits which ren·
der human nature less frail. Cen·
sorship itself can be reduced by
raising private and public morality to the point where the ne·
cessity for censorship becomes
neglible.

Builc!ing your own computer
Life
and
Related

Subjects
By Dave Barry

Despite what you've heard
from computer salesmen, home
computers are actually straight·
forward devices that can be built
in an afternoon by anyone who
has a few simple hand tools and
the brains of a spittoon.
Perhaps you don't think you
need a home computer, but believe me, you'll find lots of uses
for it. For example, we use ours
to handle our financial affairs. In
our precomputer days, angry bill
collectors were always calling us
up and demanding money, But
now, thanks to our ce;mputer,
when they call we simply tell
them: "I'm sorry, but we are ex·
periencing technical difficulties
with our personal home computer and we cannot give you any
information with reference to
this bill at this time." Bill collec·
tors are impressed by the profes·
sional, technical explanation,
and as a result they hardly ever
call us anymore, although they
tend to send large, armed per·
sons to visit us personally,
Once you have gained some
experience with your computer,
you can program it to do the
kinds of things that computers
owned by major corporations
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do, such as destroy the credit rat·
ings of people you don't even
know, or answer your telephone
automatically and tell your cal·
lers that everybody in your
house is too busy to talk to them.
And besides all these advan·
tages, my easy-to-make personat home computer, which is the
result of months of research, experimentation, and heavy drinking, can actually heat your home.
Impossible, you say? Why not
build it and find out?
First,headdowntoyouthome.
workshop and gather together
the tools and materials you need.
Tools: A screwdriver, an ice
pick, a drill, a Bowie knife, a hacksaw (optional), a'?d something to
melt f!Oider w1th, such as a
soldermg gun or toaster.
Materials: Solder, a television
set, and 8 to 10 pounds of
assorted electronic parts, which
you can buy whe~ever electronic
parts are sold. I fmd that transistors Wf!rk best, althf!ugh you c~n
use dtodes, proVIded they re
fresh.
,
..
Now you re all set. Rerr'?ve
the. back from. the telt;VISIOn
cabmet, and, usmg your tce pick,
chip out the insides and throw
the"! aW!!Y· Next, using your
Bo~~~fte kmfe, stab the top of the
cabmet to create an 8-mch gash.
Now arrange your electronic
parts '?n yo!lr workbench in an
attractiVe display and melt solder on them. until they all stick
together, takmg care not to drop
too much sold:r. on Y'?Ur dog,
Next, you can e1ther. wa1tfor the
parts to cool off, or, tf you're in a
hurry, simply dump them in a
New Mo•ico 81131.
The opinions ekpretsed ott the editorial
pagoo of tho Nsw MSJ<Ico 011//y Lobo ere
those of the author soiGfy, Unstgned opinion
is that of the editot and reflects the editorial
policy of the paper but does not neCe!lsariiV
represent th., VIews of the members of the
0111/y Lobo staff.
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bucket ofwater. (CAUTION: Never touch the hot parts with your
bare hands. Ask a neighborto do
this,)
Once the soldered-together
parts are cool, drill a few holes in
them and screw them to the in·
side of your television set, using
your optional hacksaw on either
the television set or the parts to
insure a good fit. Now all you
need to do is re-attach the
cabinet back and check to make
sure your fire insurance is paid
up. You're ready to enter the
World of Home Computing.
First, you'll need some data to
put in, or "input.'' Have your children go around the house, inside
and out, and gather up, or "Up·
gather," all your bills, check
stubs, candy wrappers, receipts,
lawn clippings, tax records, and
/intba/ls. Themoredatayougive
your computer, the better it will
work. To input your data, simply.
stuff it into the Bowie-knife gash.
Next, send your children to
another room, or, if possible,
another state; then plug your
computer in. For a few seconds,
nothing will happen, but then
you'll hear the computer start to
process, or "process," the data.
Before long, you'll actually be
able to see it working, even smell
it; after 20 minutes or so, your
computer will be processing
data at such a rate that your en·
tire house will be warm as toast.
In fact, this easy-to-make persona/ home computer produces heat
so effectively that since I built
mine, we haven't spent a nickel
on home heating primarily because of the mec/;cal bills.

Night Editor ............ Phil o, tlern6ndoz

~ta"

Black leaders
subject of
new book
UNM history Professor Howard
Rabinowitz is the editor of a new
book of essays on late 19th century
Southern black leaders, just published by the University of Illinois
Press.
"Southern Black Leaders of the
Reconstruction Era'' examines how
Southern black leaders functioned in
Reconstructin politics and within the
Republican Party between 1870 and
the tum of the century.
C. Vann Woodward of the Journal of Southern History said, "Rabinowitz studies race relations in the
courts, the economic structure and
housing; in all the public services,
accommodations and institutions; in
church and community; and in politics. He is particularly successful in
recreating the life of urban blacks. It
is the most thorough and important
study we have had on any period or
sample of race relations in the
South."
Rabinowitz is the author of "Race
Relations in the Urban South: 18561890" and a contributor to numerous books including "The City in
Southern History" and a forthcoming book on blacks in North Carolina.

Deadline for
applications

Joe Cavarona

HOUSE MAJORITY LEADER, Jim Wright (0-Texas} speaks on behalf of copgressional candidate Jan Hartke (left) during a local press conference yesterday.

Revised renter's guide offered
Assistance for students ready to
rent living quarters or those who are
renting and experiencing difficulties, can be found in the Legal Aid
Society Renter's Guide.
This booklet provides advice on
where to look, how much is the right
amount to pay, what to look for in an
agreement or lease and what the tenler has a right to expect in tenns of
maintenance and repairs, such as

Advertising Manager,,.,,, •• Jame• Fisher
" leHIII SUbmlulon Polley

Lenora to the oditor must be typod, doU·
ble.opaced and no more than 100 Wbrdo. All
mallod-ln letters muot be olgned by the all·
thor and Include addreao and telephone
number.NonameoWIII be withheld. TheO•I· ·
ly Lobo daM not guarentea publication and
will odillottero for length and libelous con·

The deadline for subfilitting applications for the Elementary Educa·
tion Methods Module and Student
Teaching for Spring 1983 is Oct. I ,
1982. Students who believe they are
ready to enter either oftheseblocks
may pick up an application fonn in
the Elementary Educatin Student
Services Office, Mesa Vista 2035,

" .. , the floors should be adequately supported, there should be no
large holes or cracks in the walls, nor
loose or rotting boards in the floor,
and generally no conditions to let in
rodents, dampness, cold, or
rain .... ''
The booklet also describes the
"nonnal wear and tear" which a
landlord may expect and which
should not constitute retention of the
renter's damage .or security deposit,

Models are provided for leiters requesting repairs, rental agreements,
letters of tennination and records of
damage and state of repair which
should be kept.
This booklet is a revision based on .
the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (PIRG). Renter's
Guide. For more infonnatlon, contact PlRG at 277-2757 or Room 24E, downstairs in the Student Union
Building.
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all week long store wide sale

20% off
on all fashion clothing
Brittania, Jordache, Clavin Klien,
Espirit, Organically Grown,
Sergio Valenti,
Dee Cee, Levi, Cherokee, Campus

General Stores
The only men's & women's clothing store In the University area.

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

Reporter , ••• , •.• ~ •• Den nil Pohlman

Staff Roportol .... , .......... , kent kullby
Entertainment Reportor., .••• Johanna King
DotaEntry................... Stacy Groen
Contributing Editor ...• ,, ..•• Rick Berthold
Buslneu Manager , . , •. , ••••.• Michael Ford

tent.

understanding on the part of Republican economic planners.
The Democratic-led House of
"How can you make these execs·
Representatives swallowed a bitter sive tax cuts while expecting to
pill only two weeks ago in approving maintain spending at the same
President Reagan's tax increase, but levels, and achieve a balanced
the action was necessary to save a budget all at the same time?"
faltering economy from the Presi- Wright asked,
dent's failed economic program,
Wright said somehow the PresiHouse Majority Leader Jim Wright
dent
expected to cut $38 billion from
said Tuesday in a news conference at
social programs, add those funds to
Albuquerque's Classic Hotel.
Wright said the President ungra- the defense budget, and still get a
ciously picked a fight with House balanced budget after eliminating
Democrats this week by vetoing a more than $98 million in federal resupplemental spending bill that venues by cutting taxes.
Wright and other Democratic leadThe Representative said our curers had understood would be rent economic woes didn't have to
approved,
happen. ''We had problems with the
"We reluctantly closed ranks economy, but they've been artifiwith the Republicans in the spirit of cially inseminated by disastrous Reconciliation because of the desperate publican policies," Wright surstate of the economy, and then the mised.
President labels it (the supplemental
Political change is on the wind
spending bill) as a 'budget buster'
even though it actually appropriates this autumn, Wright agreed. "I
less money than he asked for," think we'll see a significant change
this November, and it will mean
Wright said.
The Texas Democrat added that in those most in tune with the voters
his estimation, President Reagan's will serve them in Congress," he
economic policies have failed, and said, referring to Democratic candihad the Democrats not responded to dates.
the needs of the country over party
Wright said he had two bits of
loyalty, the nation's economy would advice for Bill Richardson and Jan
still be ''tottering on the edge of the Hartke, the Democratic contenders
abyss of economic collapse,"
for the U.S. House.
Wright, in town to promote state
"Democrats all over the country
Democrats in their bids for seats in
the U.S. House of Representatives, are being outspent by their Republihit mainly upon economic themes as can opponents by about 8 to 1, so the
only things for a Democrat to do are
part of his pitch.
wear out a lot of shoes and shake a
Wright said voters across the lot of hands," Wright advised.
country were questioning the President's economic theories. "Polls are
showing that the people of this country think we ~Ie not in a recession,
but a depression that's getting
steadily worse," Wright declared.
Wright listed several items he said
he felt were indicative of the lack of

266-7709
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

8117 Menaul NE
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Craig Chrissinger
Charged by the New Mexico Constitution and state laws with the responsibility of control and managemcnt of the University of New Mexic. o, thc.UN. M Board .of R. egcnts.has..
no reqUirements for Jts members.
''They are strictly political
appointments ... they don't even
have to finish high school," said
Anne Brown, university secretary.
State law docs say that the five J{egents cannot be all of the same political party.

Jaramill.o Jr .. pr.csidcnt; Phillip Mar·
tincz. VICC preSident; and Ann Jourdan, secretary and treasurer.
ln ~ddition, the gove:n~r and st.ate
supcnntcnd.ent of publ.iC mstruct1on
are ex-offic~?· non-voting memb.ers,
and the presi?ent of the Faculty ~en·
ate, the president of the Assoc!atcd
Students of UNM, and the prcs1d~nt
of the Graduate. Stude~ts Assoc!a·
lion are non-votm? ~dv1~ers.
The Regents mamJO~ 1s to choose
a president, Brown sa1d. The R.egents will begin the. pro.cess of
choosing a replacement for former
President William E. "Bud" Davis
in October when the Presidential
Search Committe. e su. bmits eight
names for consideration.
The Regents also set policy and
delegate out power to the president
and administration. These people
are responsible for implementing
policies adopted by the Regents.
The Regents reserve the right to con·
sidcr any matter relating to UNM.
In addition, they evaluate the
goals of UNM and established poli·
cies annually; authorize others to
approve all UNM contracts; approve
a yearly budget: approve requests

Regents serve staggered six-year
122 Yale SE
terms and are appointed to office by
Albuquerque, NM 871 06
the governor with senate approval.
(50!'1) 266-5729
However, Brown said a poll taken
by the Association of Governing
Boards of Universities and Colleges
showed· that most members felt that
a committee of academic people
should recommend a slate of possii!llillti IIIIUilltjjjfliilifiiiJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIII 11111111 II IIIIII llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiJI blc regent choices to the governor.
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Enroll Starting August 23rd at:
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Cashi<•r's om~'(', s~hoiPS Hall, Stud<·nt H~alth CcniPI'
th<' K!'ystmw r<·pn•st•nlatiw will h!' available• 1..:3pm MWF and 9-12 §
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You may mail your upplieution and payment to your loeal Keyslonl'
n~prt•sen latiVl
at thl' addrt•ss l><•low:
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paya~d ~abbatic-

for leaves without
a! leaves; approve co~slltUt!OnS, bylaw sand other govcrnmg documents
for all groups within UN~; approve
all dcgr~es; ap~rovc all bUIIdmg and
renov.allo~ proJects; and lease, ren.t,
purchase and sell land on behalf of
UNM.
.
Brown said. that by law the R.e·
gent~ arc required only to have four
meetmgs a year, but that they usual·
ly meet once a mo~th .. The Rege.nts
must hold an orgamzauonal meetmg
on th. c second Monday of each
March and elect their officers.
Regents receive an allowance for
the time they are in session and for
traveling expenses in connection
with attending meetings.
Three medals are awarded by the
Regents for service to UNM. The
Regents' Meritorious Service Medal
is awarded annually to a faculty or
staff member; the Regents' Recognition Medal goes to a person who
has performed outstanding service;
and the New Mexico Medal is given
to a person who has attained national
or international reputation and is a
resident of the state or closely identitied with the state.

i§ Work study pay increase

• Arneri~:;m ~hH>pllaJ Assodariun

E
§

The govemor elected this November will name two new Regents to
the Board next year as C<Jivin Horn
and Colleen Maloof's terms end on
Dec. 31 , Other members are Henry
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Keystone Life
2625 Pennylvania NE, Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
884-6827

She said, while the 15 cent raise
docs not seem like much to the individual student, when based on the
total number of work-study hours
used last year, it would amount to an
increase of $107,775.
Last year the work study program
employed 1,865 students, she said.
Besides the traditional federallyfunded program, this is the first year
for a state-funded work-study program, with the state legislature allocating $315,000 to the UNM program, Boyer said.

concerned with post-secondary
schools."
Boyer said a student-employee
handbook with the new pay rates
should be ready by thl} end of
September to hand out to students
with their checks.

''It is quite an innovation for New
The increase was made possible Mexico," she said. "It opens up
by limiting the number of work- positions where students are no Jon·
study hours, and by requiring work- ger competing with locals for jobs
study students to attend school in the outside the campus. We are very
appreciative of a legislature that is
summer, she said.

"i would like to encourage students to drop by the office if they are
having any employment problems,"
she said. "We always have something available, especially clerical
work.''

Work study students can expect to
sec a 15 cent per hour cost-of-living
pay increase on their paychecks be·
ginning Sept. 17, said Dorothy
Chartier-Boyer, assistant director of
Student Financial Aids.
Boyer said the pay increase,
effective Aug. 23, 1982, would in·
crease the work-study wages of students currently earning between
$3.35 and $4.25 an hour.
However, she said, students who
began work-study Aug. 23 would
already have that raise in their
paychecks.

The work-study program, on the
second floor of Mesa Vista Hall
South, also has a part-time employment office with off-campus listings
available to students and their
spouses, she said.

New Pell Grant Changes
wound Viet Nam vets
The new Pell Grant requirements
have virtually eliminated Vietnam
veterans, and other veterans in service before 1977, from qualifying
for Pell financil!l aid, said Leonard
Channel, director of veterans'
affairs.
He said, according to the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981,
while veterans under the old GI Bill
are still eligible for the grant, 100
percent of the educational benefits
they are receiving will be deducted
from the grant. This will leave most
veterans a negative amount.
For example, if a single veteran
going to school full time showed a
need of $1 ,000 beyond his resources, including his veteran's educational benefits, in previous years
that need might have been met by the
Pell Grant (BEOG), he said.
However, this year's computation
procedures would require that his
veteran's eduacational benefits of
·approximately $4,000 be deducted
from the Pell Grant amount for
which he may qualify, an amount
usually less than $2,000 for a single
veteran.
Channel said before this year,

ifflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii
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Women Studies make changes
The Women Studies Committee, a subject more thoroughly than a
Conclusions made by the commit·
which consists of 16 UNM faculty, single person before making a deci- tee are presented to the Women Stustaff and students, is now separating sion," said Bannan.
dies Program Advisory Board,
into sub-committees.
The new sub-committees will which now consists of 12 faculty
It is hoped that this division will handle curriculum, personnel, the members and meets twice each
provide a more effective governance program's liason with the commun- semester. The board is comprised of
of the Women Studies Program, ity and grievances. The present women faculty members from
while retaining the form of a coali· committee meets about every two several departments.
tion, said Helen Bannan, acting weeks. The new groups will also
director of ihe program.
meet that often. In some instances,
The Women Studies Program will
''We are committed to the idea of such as the period when new classes also be standardizing the process by
collective action. I believe that a are being chosen, some committees which committee and board mem·
coalition, by its nature, will go over will convene more frequently.
hers are appointed.

Veterans in military service after
!977 will not have their veteran's
educational benefits deducted from
their Pel! Grants, Channel said.
These veterans are under the
Voluntary Educational Assistance
Program, a program in which each
veteran, while in military service,
volunteers to allow the government
to take out a specified amount of
money from his paycheck for an
educational fund. The government
then contributes to the fund a greater
amount than that deducted from the
individual's paycheck, he said,
Channel said although he did not
believe the government is deliberately discriminating against the
Vietnam veteran, there was not

Law school makes addition
The appointment this year of two
UNM professors from the College of
Arts and Sciences to positions in the
School of Law gives Jaw students
and faculty an opportunity to supplement their schedules with classes in
history and psychology.
History Professor William Dabney and Dr. Sam Roll of the depart·
ment of psychology will hold faculty
positions in the law school for one
semester each this year, according to
Dean Robert J. Desiderio.

The instructors will also conduct
faculty seminars on the applications
of their discipline to the field oflaw,
Desiderio said.
While instructors from other de·
partments and colleges have taught
classes in the School of Law in pre·
vious years, this is the first time they
have been appointed to faculty positions, he said.

Tutors wanted

Dean Desiderio said the appoint·
ments are intended to offer students
and faculty an interdisciplinarY perspective to the study of Jaw.

The Pharmacy/Dental Careers
Opportunity .Program is hiring tutors
in English and all areas of math and
science to assist students involved in
health-related sciences.

Professor Dabney, whose background is in early American history
and the Constitution, will teach and
participate in classes offered to
second and third-year law students
this semester.

Tutors In their junior and senior
years will earn $4 per hour. Graduate students will earn $4.50. Hours
are arranged on an individual basis.
Tutoring services are to start immediately.

Dr. Roll will fill the position next
semester, and will teach a class in
psychology and the law.

For details, call Emily Baca in the
Pharmacy/Dental Careers Opportunity Program, 277-3861.

~
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only a percentage of each veteran's
educational benefits were deducted
from their initial Pell Grant allotment. He said this left most veterans
eligible for 70 to I00 percent of the
maximum grant allowance.
"This whole thing was brought
about without any kind of warning to
the many veterans who had been depending on the money to get them
through s~hool," he said. "And
some are still receiving letters
saying they may be eligible for a Pel!
Grant."

much thought given to the war vctcr·
ans when the Omnibus Reconciliation bill was enacted.
"So the Vietnam-era veteran,
wllo spent a year gctling shot at, is
being penalized," Channel said.
"How could they, in any good conscience, separate one group of veterans from another?''
Vietnam veterans have had it
rougher than other veterans, because
they have had to endure society's
negative perception of "their war,"
Channel said.
The Vietnam veteran has had to
undergo many readjustment prob·
)ems, 01nd now the government is
making it hard fo.r him to get a college education, he explained.
"It's a terrible way to treat those
who went to Vietnam and fought
under the guise of democracy," he
said, "Most vets see it as just
another slap in the face by the u.s.
government. "
Channel said he encourages all
those concemed to write their conJoe Cavarotta
gressmen and senators. It will take a
THE
CRISIS
LINE
of
the
Bernalillo
County
Health
Center
is
major effort to reverse the Omnibus
always
manned
by
volunteers
and
staffers
like
J.P.
Crowe.
For
Reconciliation Act, which is already
law, he. said.
more information, call 843·2800.

Fomet .\bur Checkbook!
Now! Amigo, Harvest, & CU Anytime Cards
ALL Work The CU Anytime Machine.

Get \bur Cash On campus.
Forget the check-cashing hassle. Save time,
effort and frayed temper! Now- this minute
- you can use any of
these three ffi!lfl. cards
-Amigo, Harvest
or CU Anytime - and
get instant cash up to
$200 il day from the
CU Anytime Money

Machine at New Mex·
ico Educators Federal
Credit Union right here
on campus at 1712 las
lomasNE.
Insert the i!JJFf. card of
your choice, Amigo,
Harvest, or CU AnyHme
- in the Machine and
withdraw the cash you
need. The money you
receive will be deducted from your

account at Albuquerque National Bank
(Amigo card), Security
Federal Savings & Loan
{Harvest card), or New
Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union
(CU Anytime card) and
will be shown on your
next statement.
Imagine! Cash instant!~
conveniently; anytime
you need it, 24 hours
a day. Use the
CU Anytime Money
1 Machine. It's here on
campus ...

waiting for you now at
1712 las lomas NE.
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Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

/

KODAK, ILFORD &
AGFA PAPERS

If you think you have problems with the above,.you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

:Kodak:
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Ask for our

STUDENT DISCOUNT
It's Better
Than Anyone's
3411 CEJITRAL II£
524 C0R011A00 CEliTER
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Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
buts it's. never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin · ya '?

Goclfathcr'S PiZzaTM
106 Buena Vista, SE
Phone: 247-9591
Al.a: 5 Albuquerque LocaliOM
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Jazz organizations
liven city's music
Karen Peterson
Jazz is alive and growing in Albuquerque. About a dozen clubs and
restaurants regularly feature jazz or
blues - most of .it by local musicians. KUNM has three jazz shows
and one blues show each week. Two
non-profit organizations arc also devoted to showcasing local talent and
to promoting new music and name
jazz performances in Albuquerque.
One of these, the New Mexico
Jazz Workshop, sponsors the Madrid Jazz festivals, which just completed their seventh summer. The
Jazz Workshop began in 1976 in
Santa Fe as a musicians' collective,
and featured local jazz artists every
Sunday in the former ghost town
north of Albuquerque. The program
was so successful that the group now
organizes four or five concerts a
summer.

MARTIAN FUNK ENSEMBLE

Martian concert at Torta
Leslie Donovan
Some people call him an artist he denies it. He's a musician and a
composer, but he'd rather be just
himself because he believes the term
''musician" removes him from the
common people he very much wants
to be a part of.
He's Manny Rettinger, a UNM
student who in the last two years has
been the master force directing,
composing for and playing in one of
Albuquerque's most creative experimental music groups, the Martian Funk Ensemble.
The eight member collation of
Martian Funk regulars and musicians from other local groups will
perform Thurs. Sept. 2, 9-11 p.m.,
at the Central Torta ( 1412 Central
SE), the last in therecentNewMusic
New Mexico series of concerts presented live on KUNM.
Though Martian Funk music defies traditional labels, Rettinger decribes the music as ''highly evolved
rock and toll."
"The mother's rock and roll, but
we don't know who the father is,''
Rettinger volunteered.
Like funk, Rettinger said his
music always has a rhythmic element, but unlike traditional music
styles Martian Funk tries to present a
variety of styles within one piece of
music.
"I like to overlay different styles
on top of each other because I really
don't like to write one particular

style, because it is too limiting,"
Rettinger said.
Rettinger described Martian Funk
music as "music that comes from a
different place (i.e. Mars), but no
matter where you come from you're
going to find a reference - that's
the funk part of it. The Martian part
of it is that it will always be from a
different point of View."
He said, ".It may have guitar
chords like a rock song, but there's
something completely different that
will come in later."
"It's serious music, but it also has
a sense of humor too,'' Rettinger
said.

Rettinger said the early Martian
Funk Ensemble, which first performed in November 1980, grew out
of his belief that music is one of
humanity's last "tribal" vestiges
where we all can get together and
share in a communal experience.
Their arrangements have ranged
from eight piece bands to 20 piece
bands and they have played places as
intimate as the ASA Gallery and
places as large and accomodating as
the SUB Ballroom and UNM's Experimental Theatre.

But Rettinger is not all that interested in fame. He said for the
most part he's satisfied with his life.
Many of Rettinger's songs are "I can't really complain- I have an
constructed on ideas or societal con- outlet where I can write and play my
ventions that seem humorous to Ret- music and I have people who like to
tinger's view., of the world such as listen to it."
two of the pieces being played
After Thursday's concert, RettinThurs. night "Is Perry Como An ger hopes to make Martian Funk a
Antique" and "There'sNotEnough "real band" honing it down to about
Reality Anymore."
four musicians committed to MarRettinger's songs often deal with tian Funk instead of to other local
"what if:scicnce fiction topics like bands.
''When The Animals Revolt"
another piece being played
Then he hopes to slowly spread
Thursday.
out from the local level to get more
But more than anything else, Ret- and more people to hear his music,
tinger' 'wants to do things that reach Until, as he said "Mars knows how
out to people. I don't want to be good we really are'' - and when
vague. I don't want to be weird, but I that happens the solar system better
also don't want to compromise what watch out, it's in for a once in a
I have."
lifetime ride from this Albuquerque/
''I love the music as a listener first Mars hybrid of a man who said he
and a musician second," he said. was "bred to play music."

Afro-American Studies
is an interdisciplinary program
open to all students
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS

250-001 Black Woman
TI 9:30·10:45 Metevier
284·001 Afro-American History I
. .
M 6:30·9:15pm Harding
294-001 Foundations of Afro-American Studies MWF 10:00·10:50 Okunor
301-001 Institutional Racism
TI 11:00·12:15
309-001/Pol. Sc. 309-001 Blacks In Politics
W 6:30-9:15pm
387·001/Hist 387-001 Blacks In Latin America
TI 12:30·1 :45 Williams
390-001 Black Theology & Philosophy
TI 3:30-4:45 McDowell
395·001 Educ. & Col. W. Africa
MWF 1:00·1 :50
391-001 Problems
ARR
391-002 Problems
ARR

For more information call
277-5644 or 277-5645
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The Workshop moved to Albuquerque in 1978. The force behind
the workshop then was sal\ player
Tom Guralnick, who recorded an
album entitled "Albuquerque" at
the KUNM studios. Current president of the workshop is Joan Griffin,
the vocalist with "Alma", the Albuquerque-based jazz ensemble. Griffin estimates that 40 percent of the
Workshop members are musicians.
The group is funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the
New Mexico Arts Division, and by
dues, donations and ticket sales.
Memberships are available from
$15. The publicity and organization
work is done by about 40 active
volunteers and the group has about
125 members.
Last year the Workshop sponsored jazz residents Bill Cole and
Farrell Johnson, or "Wind and
Thunder,'' who came to New Mexico from Dartmouth for a month.
They performed at Keller Hall, in
Los Alamos, Santa Fe, and at the
Penitentiary, and gave workshops
for young musicians in Albuquerque's high schools. This year's residency is planned for February to
coincide with Black History month.

Broadway in 1980. When the building was sold, they moved to the
Tamarind Restaurant downtown.
The club sponsored weekend shows
there through last summer and continues to use the restaurant for special events, most recently Richie
Cole and his Alto Madness Band.
Sue Nunamaker of the Club said
that they would continue to sponsor
special events rather than risk getting locked into an unsuitable space
for the regular Friday and Saturday
night shows. On September 16, the
Broadway Jazz Club is sponsoring a
MORP ("prom" backwards) at the
old Albuquerque Airport b\lilding.
Cadillac Bob will play and there will
be the Club's usual minimal cover
charge. People are encouraged to
come in their most memorable prom
garb,
Nunamaker reflected the difficulties of the Club when she said that
Albuquerque needed a versatile pe~
forming space for local musicians - a space where musicians
could be heard by serious audiences.
She praised the efforts of KUNM
and the Jazz Workshops which have
created both public awareness of
jazz and a New Mexico institution
with the Madrid festivals. Both
Nunamaker and Griffin noted that
clubs in Albuquerque book "everything from Dixieland to blues" but
that attention for new music in the
nightclub atmoshpere was difficult.
Griffin explained that the Workshop
promotes concerts as the best forum
for new music in Albuquerque.
Nunamaker said that the recent
opening of the Club West in Santa
Fe, where formerly only the Forge
has featured jazz, might make it
easier to book musicians in New
Mexico.

Horroron KUNM

Nation Radio Theatre presents
Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein" this
Monday, September 6, on KUNM
The Workshop's first concert this (90.1 FM), at 10 p.m.
year will feature pianist Anthony
This presentation of the premiere
Davis, percussionist Abdul Wadud, horror story will attempt something
ami James Newton on flute. They different.
will be in Santa Fe October 2, and at
Albuquerque's KIMO theatre on
"In Shelley's original story, the
October 3. Workshops by the group monster is not only bigger and stronare also planned.
ger than anyone else, he's smarter,
too," said Yuri Rasovsky, producer
A younger organization founded and director of the series and cothree years ago and affiliated with author of this adaptation. "We've
the national organization of jazz tried to remain faithfull to the letter
clubs, the Broadway Jazz Club and spirit of the novel, but there are
opened the Mirror Lounge on South still plenty of chills and suspense."

UNM

PREMEDICAL~Pi!IIFESSIONS
CLUB
1
~..::)}

277-6565

S.U.B. 24-D

Gerald Meyers Phd.
From the University of Colorado Medical Center now
'
Instructing at St. John's College

Will conduct a discussion on

Medical Judgement;
A Question of
Medical Ethics.
Wednesday (9·1) 7pm
Education Bldg. 101
Public Students & Faculty Welcome

Management office helps
UNM keep wheels turning
Kent Kullby
If the wheels aren't turning in the
office, the University has a special
department to work out management
problems.
The Management Development
and Training Office holds a series of
workshops and special assessment
and planning with the many other
offices within the University.
The University employs 9,300
people with about 640 of them being
managers, Consulting Coordinator
David Barthel said.
One of the most common problems is when everybody in a department is riding their own hobby horse
without a set of goals and objectives
to follow as a team, Barthel said.
Another problem he said he often
sees is when managers have no
method for solving problems; they
end up making arm-chair, gut level
decisions, he said.

"Eighty percent of the problems
come down to structure and administration problems and only about
20 percent have to do with actual
skills of the employees,'' Barthel
said.
When a department is having
problems, the first thing he docs is a
"needs assessment" to determine
what the problems are and what is
needed in the office, he explained.
Barthel will hand out a questionnaire to each employee to judge the
level of performance and communication in the office.
The next step is to develop an
"action plan" for solving the problems by setting long and short-term
goals and deciding by what means to
accomplish them.
The program also includes
teaching managers to periodically
re-evaluate their goals, he said.
Barthel is quick to point out that
he is only a facilitator and doe.s not

tell a certain department what they
should be doing. Instead his office
tries to help the workers decide their
o~n course of action.
Besides doing special projects for
a department in need, the Manage.
ment Development and Training
Office organizes a number of yearround workshops in management
skills that Barthel said everyone in
an office can use.
Skills taught at tbese workshops
include management concepts, leadership roles, motivation of workers
and communication.
The workshops are open to anyone working at UNM, including
work-study students.
Last year 215 workshops were
held and more than 1,600 people
attended them, Barthel said,
"As long as the world keeps
changing, there will be a need to for
re-education and developing new
management skills,'' Barthel said.

Quebe joins UNM to
bring writers together
Three New Mexico writers and
three French-Canadian writers from
Quebec will participate in a two-day
symposium titled "The Writer and
His Language in a Bilingual Society:
Quebec and New Mexico," Sept. 30
and Oct. I at UNM.
Co-sponsored by the government
of Quebec and UNM, the program
will feature Quebecois writers
Gaetan Brulette, a novelist;
Alphonse Piche, a poet; and Alexi
Klimov, aRussian literature specialist, along with New Mexico authors
Rudy Anaya, Tony Hillerman and a
third writer to be chosen.
History Profesor Steven Kramer,
co-director of the French Summer
School of New Mexico, and French
Professor Truett Book are coordinators of the symposium. It is the.latcst
in a series of exchanges arranged by
the UNM Quebec studies program.
The three New Mexico writers will
go to Canada later his year to conductthe same symposium at the University of Trois Rivieres.

Kramer said the UNM symposium will be open by invitation only,
but anyone interested can contact
him or Book to be placed on the
invitation list.
Brulette has tough! at the French
Summer School of New Mexico
twice. His best known novel is
"L'emprise,'' the story of a writer
who becomes fascinated by the behavior of an eccentric person he sees
everyday. In the process of observing and writing about this eccentric
man, the writer begins to take on the
same behavior patterns.
Book said Piche is an elderly
Quebec poet who expresses a Jove of
life in his works. "He writes eloquent, sincere ballads,'' he said.
"Piche is very optimistic about life
and very sensitive."
Klimov's specialty is writing in
French on Russian 19th and 20th
century authors.
The two New Mexico writers,
Anaya and ~illcrman, are well

known throughout the Southwest
and the nation for their novels.
Anaya is the author of "Bless Me,
Ultima:" "Heart of Aztl<m;" and
"Tortuga,'' a trilogy of works that
have won him numerous honors, including the New Mexico Governor's
Award for Excellence and Achievement in Literature, a national book
award from the Before Columbia
Foundation, and a national Hispanic
literature award.

National Chicano Health
Organization
Welcomes all pre-health students to
our monthly meeting, this
Wednesday Sept. 1st 7:00pm at
·
1815 Roma NE
Election of Officers and
objectives announcements
..'7.,._ .. ,.... 7 Call
24 hrs.

1982·83
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to •
stop by the Student Activities Center lo·
cated on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Building (SUB) before Friday,
September 3, 1982 and fill out the approprl·
ate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week In October
and will be on sale at the Student lnforma- o
tlon Center In the SUB and several other
places on campus for $1.

Hillerman is best known for his
mystery novels, including "The
Blessing Way,'' "The Fly on the
Wall,'' "The Dance Hall of the
Dead" and "Listening Woman."
"Dance Hall" won the Edgar Allen
Poe Award of the Mystery Writers
of America in 1973. His other books
include "The Boy Who Made Dragonfly," winner of the Border Regional Library Association's Juvenile Book Award; "The Spell of
New Mexico;" and "The Great
Taos Bank Robbery."

Math anxiety class opens
A class designed to reduce ''math
anxiety" is offered this semester to
help students overcome their prob- ·
lems with math.
Course instructor, Cathy Brooks,
said, "We try to desensitize people.
Many people have the concept that
they can't learn math."
Brooks said many myths exist
which support this idea. For instance, she said our society says there
is only one way to do math, that only
certain types of people can do math,
that women are not able to do math
or that people with math skills are
more important.
"We try to test people and have
them find where their weaknesses
are," Brooks said, explaining the
process of the class. Once the weak-

ness is found, the person is assisted
specifically in that area to strengthen
that math skill.
Anyone may take the class, from
persons wishing to balance a checkbook to those who want to become
engineers.

set for Friday

A local graphics company i$ Jooking for UNM men and women as
potential college pin-Up material.
Envision Enterprises is putting
together two calendars of The Men
of UNM and The Women of UNM
similar to the high-selling men and
women calendars of the University
of Arizona.
But Envision photographer J. C.
Larimore said the company plans to
sell the calendarS locally and in this
region. It is the first project of the
recently-created company.

phere., there is no official limit to
the number of students that may take
the course.
Brooks stressed that this is a
course to reduce math anxiety, and
students should not attempt to use it
as a remedial math course.

In a similar program in California, .the students' math scores improved significantly after taking the
class, she said.

The class, Women's Studies 279400: Reducing Math Anxiety, is a
two-credit hour course offered from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Mondays in MarBrooks explained she likes to ron Hall, room 104, It is offered
keep enrollment at about 25 stu· through the Women's Studies Prog·
dents, to keep a small class atmos- •ram and Continuing Education.

Search is on for
Aerosol lecture UNM 'pin-ups'
A Chemical and Nuclear Engineering Seminar will feature Professor Ravindran Periasamy's presentation on "Light Scattering and
Transport Phenomena of Single
Aerosols in the Micron and Submicton Range" at 3:00 p.m. Friday,
September 3.
The seminar will be held in the
Farris Engineering Center of the
University of New Mexico, room
355. Periasamy, who is from the
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
Department of UNM, will present
his dissertation defense.
Coffee and refreshments will be
served precceding the presentation
at 2:30p.m.

want to get a cross-representation of
the student body. People with something unique about them," she said.
"Ninety percent of the people
who call want to do it for a kick or to
see how they measure up to the cornpetition,'' Miller said.
Today is the last day to sign up for
interviews which will be held
September 4.
The models will receive no pay
and there won 'tbe any nudity in the
calendar, Miller said, but some
photographs might be suggestive.
For example a photo might show a
"We've had about 50 students man shaving while wearing a bath
sign up for interviews,' • Envision towel, or a woman wrapped up in a
white blanket - with one leg showdesigner Gina Miller said,
"We're looking for attractive stu- ing - sitting in front of a fire place.
"We want to have a classy
dents or faculty from UNM, but not
necessarily the stereotypes. We approach,'' Miller said.

Men & Women's
Fryes start
$79.95
II;
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Sports

Giant Fall Semester Sale!

20% off

Starters return to UNM volleyball team

All Ovutlon, Jhmw;r,, Yamaha & Tnkaminc Cuihu·s
All Bandull & Crate Amps
2 for I .~ale on scl<•eled string sets

Hank Lacey
The Lobo volleyball team, cmning off a 25-17 season which took
them to the NCAA championships,
returns four starters and head coach
Mike Hebert is optimistic about the
team's chances to repeat ns conference champs.
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The volleyball squad returns two
all-conference players, Terri
Nielsen and Kelly Knowles. In addition, the team has blockers Shannon
Vessup and Linda Archuleta back
from last season.
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Simpson hits hard, speaks soft

WINE CELLAR WELCOMES

lTl'WJJI S'l'lTJ)JDN'I'S, FAC:.:Ul.'IT &. FIUENUS

Two players off of last year's
team have left, but Hebert will go
into the season with a reduced roster
and does not feel the loss of Becky
Lucht and Marianne Grape! will hurt
the team.

Lunch und Dinner Spcciuls served duily
Dully Happy Hour 4-7pm
Featuring 50¢ MurgarH.us & Complimentary Snacks
Late Night Happy llon:r
IOpm-12 Midnight- In Lounge only
Featuring 99¢ well drinl{s

Hebert, in his third season as
l,obo coach, says his team has the
toughest schedule he's seen since
he's been at UNM. The Lobos open
the season at Las Cruces, playing in
the Roadrunner Invitational, and
then go out to San Diego Sept. 17 and

CONTINUOUS FOOD SERVICE
J lam· I lpm Monday thru 'J1mrsday
llam-12 Midnight Friday & Saturday
Live culcrtulrtnu!nt TueA. thru SaL 1'\itcs

18 for the San Diego State !invitational.
The team is a member of the High
Country Athletic Conference, and
Hebert feels the conference ls very
even. It is unusual for a conference
to be so rounded in quality, he
admits, but he thinks that "the team
that finishes last will probably be a
very good team."

no

Hebert also has <1 new assistant
coach helping him this year. She is
Gwen Abrams, who is from the University of Arizona. Abrams is in
charge of the volleyball team's conditioning program and helps Hebert
with recruiting.
Hebert feels his team definitely
has the ability to repeat as conference champs, but in a field of competition that includes New Mexico
State, Brigham Young, Color<~do
State, and Wyoming, the Lobos
will, Hebert feels, have to work
much harder than they did last year.
"l'mhappier with the people I've
got now than any team I've had in
the past two years," says Hebert,

LINDA ARCHULETA
and he is also convinced his players'
attitude and willingness to work at a
very demanding program will keep
them on top.

Crosby seeks repeat win
BROOKLINE, Mass. (UPI) Defending champion Nathaniel
Crosby, seeking to be the first repeat
winner in 26 years, heads a field of
282 golfers who began play Tuesday
;1t two sites in the 82nd U.S.
Amateur championship.

good about my game and I like the
course,'' Crosby said Monday while
playing a practice round at The
Country Club, which is staging the
amateur for a record fifth time. "I
played here a few times last month.
It's a great course with a lot of tradition."

Crosby, 20, coming off a
weekend at the World Series of Golf
in Akron, Ohio, won the prestigious
I=
For tlw fil'st tim(• this year W<' arC' oll'ering an optional
tournament last year at the Olympic
higlwr lwn<'fil plan at minimal cost to tlw student.
Club in San Francisco, 15 miles
s
a from his Hillsborough, Calif.,
5
E
H!'gular Plan: .$!)5/r<•ar
E home.

The field came from a group of
3,685 entrants. All players will play
one round at The Country Club and
another at Charles River Country
Club in neighboring Newton. The
low 64 will begin match play
Thursday.
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Since then the son of crooner Bing
Crosby has won the Porter Cup, a
72-hole stroke tournament last
month in Lewiston, N.Y., and was
the low amateur in the U.S. Open at
Pebble Beach.
'Tm optimstic, and feeling pretty

United Press International
=_=i_=-=
or Sl'<'
lwr at1-:3pm
tlw Stud(•nt Ikalth Cl'nter
Dan Pastorini is waiting for a shot
!\IWF
at
the movies. For now, he'll settle
·rrll !Jam-12pm
for a role in NFL highlight films.
While he is "being considered"
for
acting positions, Pastorini says
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllli
he is looking for a backup quarterback job now that he claims has
Make the most of your good looks with
beaten an alcohol problem.
Since he underwent an alcohol
BAUSCH & LOMB
abuse program this year, Pastorini
..
soft contact lenses.
said he has talked with Philadelphia
Eagles coach Dick Vermeil.
"Vermeil told me he thought I
Eyeglass wearers... take your eyes
was
banged up but not down for the
out of hiding. Feel confident again.
count," Pastorini said. "If he deLt't your natural beauty shine
cides iO sign me, I would be going as
throu~h. You'II1ove the way Baush
the thirdstring quarterback behind
& Lornh soft contact lenses give you
a whole new look on life. And
Ron Jaworski and Joe Pisarcik. I
they're waleNlrop soft and comwould go to learn the system the first
foriahle, tool Call for your lltting
year_"
tippointrnenl today.
Pastorini, who played nine years
More people wear Bausch & Lornh
with
the Houston Oilers, ialked of
soft conlllcl lenses thnn all other
his aspirations in a Houston Chronibrands of soft coritacl lenses conicle guest column published Mon·
bined!
day. He said his drinking problem
caused him to enroll seven monihs
CONTACT LENS FITTING :FEES:
ago in a rehabilitation program.
$210-Soft Spherical Contact Lens {Polymacon)"'
Now, he said, "Ihavenodesireto
$300-Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism.
drink. I can't understand why I ever
(Bufilcon)•
$380-Soft Extended-Wear Contact Lens for
wanted to drink.''
Nearsightedness (Bufilcon)*
Early this year while he was still
• Complete l'rlcc Includes: Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting
having problems, he spoke with Oiland Dispensing of Contact Lens • l11itial Chemical Care Regime • l'atient
ers coach Ed Biles.
Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Ta<
"NFL teams must have been
of my reputation then,'' Pas·
afraid
Dr. Robert H. Quick nnd
torini said. "The only team that
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
approached me during that time was
Optometrists
the Oilers. Coach Biles and l talked
1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020
on the phone in April. He said he'd
be interested in me as a backup to
l't·n1Jli• t!lll\lri\lt'll jrr thl\ i'lth·l·tllll'm'•nt ~ri' nl:lt lwOOs~anlv wt•atlnA ~ufi t1lnlntl lt•nlt·~
\'1-! hi 1~~:• WJlrti 1\•J,tlr ~l•'(.'plfl_~ ur .~\i.·IJmtlln~
Gifford
Nielsen.''
19"1 Rau,lh tmd l.runh lnl11fl'l!lt'~ll'il
Pastorini said Biles -promised to
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Crosby is trying to become the
first champion to su,ccessfully defend since E. Harvey Ward won in

1955-56. Last year Crosby showed a
remarkable tlair for the dramatic,
coming from behind in four of his six
matches and winning the title with a
20-foot birdie put on the 37th hole.
"I'd like to play well tor myself,
not to prove it to anyone else," said
Crosby, who has one year of eligibility left at the University of
Miami. "And Ithink I've got a good
psychological advantage over
everyone because I won it before.
I'm going to keep that in mind."
Crosby finished well back in the
field in two other premier amateur
events, the NCAA championships
and the Northeast Amateur. The
champions from both those
events- John Slaughter of the
University of Houston and Chris
Perry, respectively - are entered
in this week's field.

Pastorini considers Hollywood

•

=

All six rounds of match play will
be contested at The Country Club,
with the 36-hold final on Sunday.

call during the league meetings in
May, but Biles never called. Pastorini recently played Spartacus in film
"The Voyagers," a television program to be aired in October.
"Everybody crowded around af•
ter I finished doing the program and
told me what. a wonderful job I did.
Then I went home and waited for my
next role. It still hasn't come," he
said.
"That's the way this business
is," he continued. "The actors who
are in it always are being considered
for arole. Take the malarkey out of it
and they mean they're out of work.
That's my status. I'm being considered.''
-New York Giants quarterback
Phil Simms, who. suffered a knee
injury in Saturday night's exhibition
victory over the New York Jets, will
be lost for the season after undergoing surgery Monday.
Simms, Who separated his shoulder last November and missed the
final five games of the regular season and two playoff games, underwent arthroscopic surgery at University Hospital where it was discovered Simms had acomplete tear of
the medial collateral of !he right
knee. An injury to the anietiorcruciate ligament was a clean tear and
also was repaired.
-Washington Redskins running
back Joe Washington is scheduled
for arthroscopic knee surgery Tues·
day to repair tom cartilage in his left
knee. He will miss the first five
games of the season.

defensive coordinator, Joe Dunn,
Simpson is the. strongest linebacker
listed on the roster.
''Jake doesn't get much publicity
but, he's a very good player," said
Dunn, who has coached Simpson for
two seasons. Simpson is also underrated as a linebacker and playing
alongside All-WAC linebacker
Johnny J<~ckson doesn't help matters
any.
What motivates Simpson to play
his best out on the field? According
to him he plays for the man upst11irs.
"In my sophomore year I found
Jesus Christ as my personal savior,''
he said, ''It really changed my life."
Playing alongside such defensive

standouts as Jackson, Jimmie Carter
and Greg Azar, Simpson helped the
Lobo defense rank number one in
the Western Athletic Conference for
the past two seasons.
Simpson was redshirted one year
due to injury. So this will be his fifth
season here. He also injured his knee
during spring training but is expected back at full strength this year,
according to Dunn.
Simpson is scheduled to start at
linebacker in the season opener
September 4th when the Lobo's take
on the Cowboys of the University of
Wyoming.

Cougars to defend title

WINE CELLAit
IC.estaiU'amt and l..omage
l,oma.s &. San t•ellllro • Fair t•Jaza • 268-6706

George P. Chavez
At first glance Jake Simpson
appears to be your typical firebreathing, raw steak chomping football
player. But in reality he's an intelligent, soft spoken person,
Simpson is a solid player on the
wild, hard hitting Lobo defense. The
6'0,
pound linebacker had a
very good season last year. He was
involved in 91 tackles, 39 of those
unassisted. He intercepted three passes, recovered two fumbles, broke
up four passes, and sacked opposing
quarterbacks twice.
Jake is from Tucson, Arizona.
He's played linebacker .at UNM for
the past four years. According to

-The Denver Broncos made two
surprise roster changes - dealing
1979 No. I draft choice Kelvin
Clark to the New Orleans· Saints and
cutting cornerback Perry Smith.
Clark, a tackle and one of the
strongest linemen to come out of
Nebraska, was traded to the Saints
for a draft choice,
-The San Francisco 49ers, down
to only one healthy quarterback,
grabbed veteran Gary Huff. Huff
hasn't played in almost two years
but as a fonner 49er 'he is familiar
with Coach Bill Walsh'soffense and
will back up Joe Montana.

Soccer tryouts
September 1-2

DENVER (UPI) - Defending
Western Athetic Conference champion Brigham Young will begin the
1982 major college football season
Thursday with an interconferencegame against Nevada-Las Vegas.
Barring any complications caused
by a lawsuit filed by ABC-TV
against the NCAA and the Turner
Broadcasting System, the game will
be nationally televised. In its suit,
ABC claims that the signal beamed
from the point of origin in Atlanta
will be delivered to area viewers
"over the air" and not via cable.
The game in Las Vegas will be
Steve Young's debut as starting
quarterback forBYU, replacing Jim
McMahon who is now with the NFL
Chicago Bears. Yet starting against
UNL V will be nothing new for
Young, who led the Cougar offense
to 4 I points against the Rebels last
year when McMahon was injured.
Despite B YU' s point output,
Cougar defense gave up 45, and the
UNLV game turned out to be one of
BYU's two losses in 1981.

For New Mexico and Wyoming,
the WAC season begins two days
later in Laramie, with the Cowboys'
13-12 seasonending win over the
Lobos last year still fresh in the
memory of both ieams. UW will be
staring Craig Johnson behind center
-the same quarterback who led the
team to the victory last season.
The Lobos will be trying out their
new veer offense, with David
Osborne at quarterback. Overall, it
will be Wyoming's powerful wishbone offense against New Mexico's
eversolid defense.
All the other games involving
WAC teams Saturday are nonconference, and do not count in the
final standings.
Air Force travels to Tulsa, and
coach Ken Katfield will be hoping to
continue a surge that ended with
three victories in the last five 1981
games. Hatfield is optimistic about
the coming season because he has
more depth than he has had in years.
Colorado State, under new cflach
Leon Fuller, will have a tough sea-

The- next six opponents for the
Miners are Washington, SMU,
Hawaii, BYU, UNLV, and Arizona
State.
Utah will unveil newly enlarged
Rice Stadium, new coach Chuck
Stobart and a new-look ball club at
the same time Saturday when the
Utes meet Montana State. Stobart,
from Toledo, must rebuild an
offense that finished 8-2-llast year,
but returns only three starters.

LOBO FILE PHOTO

UTAH REDUX Jake Simpson chases down an opponent dur·
ing last year's Utah game.

lnramural meeting set
There will be a managerparticipant meeting for those interested in playing intramural flag
football today at 4:15p.m. in room
!54 of Johnson Gym. There will be a
forfeit fee. For more information
call the intramural office at 277-

5151.
Coming events: Golf singles
September 8th meeting, swim and
diving meet meeting September 8th
and the annual Santa Fe Fiesta on
September 10. Deadline for registration is Wednesday, September 8.

..............Aii._,.....~.....~

A Group About
Women And Change
A support/counseling/skill-learning group for studen.ts experiencing change and wanting to deal with it more effectively.
Two sessions will be offered:
Monday mornings from 8:30-10:15
or Monday afternoons from 4:00-5:45
The six-week group will begin Monday, Septem her 20 and run
through Monday, October 25, 1982.
Students Wishing to participate in the Women and Change
Group should phone the UNM Student Mental Health Service
at 277-4537 to schedule a preliminary interview as soon as
possible.
The Women and Change Group is free to students enrolled for
6 or more hours.

Intramural Scoreboard
AEROBIC
DANCE CLASSES:

UPCOMING EVENTS:
(Men's & Womens lntramurals)- Entries are due Wednesday,
September 1 for Mens and Womens Intramural Flag Football.
Entries will be taken at 4:15 PM in Room 154 of Johnson Gym.
This meeting is mandatory for all team captains and Interested
participants. A $10 forfeit Cee is required of all teams.

GETAWAY/SPECIAL
EVENTS:
Get Involved In the behind the scene events of the Albuquerque
Balloon Festival (October 2-10) by attending a Chase Crew
Orientation on Wednesday, September 1 at 4:00 PM In Room
120 of Johnson Gym, Admission is free.
•
·Travel wlth us on Friday, September 10 at 5:15PM to the
annual Santa Fe Fiesta. Music, arts and crafts booths, dancing
and the burning ofZozobra (old man gloom) are Included in the
festivities. Entries will be taken up to Wednesday, September 8
at 5:00PM In thelnuamural Office. Entries are limited to the
first 44 people and cost $4 per person.
The Third Annual Lowenbrai1 Bike Race has been rescheduled from September 12 to October 10.

t.UTHER HOUSE

\t-1'11-re.s You To

\JORSHIP

THE UNM 500 MILE
RONNING CLUB:

WITH US EACH WEDNE~t>AY A1

If you are a runner/jogger or are Interested In such then the
UNM 500 Mile Running Club IS for you. The "NEW" Club
sponsored by 1be Frontier allows students, faculty and stall to
run with a puiJKll4!. Should a member successfully run 500
mllesfromAugust23,1982toMay4,1983(atotalof2 miles a
day) he/she will be awarded a T·shtrt for hlllher accomplish·
ment. Members also receive a monthly newsletter and If they
earn a T•shlrt will receive discounts on soh drinks at the Froh·
tier. Form ore Information and to sign up come by the lntramilrai Ollice.

7:30P.M.

Tryouts for the UNM women's
soccer club will be held at 6:30p.m.
on both Wednesday, Sept. 1, aqd
Thursday, Sept. 2, at the UNM
south soccer field.

Sign•ups for Fall Aerobic Dance Cl....,s begin September 15
at 7:30 AM in the Intramural Office. First priority Is given to
faculty/staff employees. Registration fee Is $8. This ..mesters
classes will take place on: Class I (Tue & Thur) 12:15•1:15 PM:
Class II (Mon & Wed) 5·6 PM; Class Ill (Tue& Thur) 5:15·6:15
PM: and Class IV (Tue & Thur) 6:45-7:45 AM. Classes are
scheduled from September 20·December 3.

OPEN RECREATION
HOURS:
Open recrealion for Fall Is available In Johnson Gym MondayFriday 12-1 PM and 3:15·9:15 PM. The Olympic Pool Is avail·
able Monday.fridaj/7:00 AM - 3:30 PM for students, faculty
and staff In the lanes only. The en lire pool wlll be available from
5:30 - 9:00 PM for faculty, staff, students and guest. ID cards
must be presented for all recrealion usage. Guests wlll not be
allowed with a spouse card.

. OUTDOOR RECBEAnONAL
SHOPHOVRS:
Students, faculty and staff may rent outdoor recreation equipment from tents to canteens at the Oudoor Recreation Shop
located at the NW Comer of Johnson Gym. This semesters
Outdoor Shnp hours are Monday (9am - 1:30 PM/5-6 PM);
Tuesday·Thursday (11!30 AM - 10!30 PM/5·6 PM): Friday
(11!30 AM- 61'M): Saturday (11 AM- 4 PM) and Sunday (12. 4
PM).

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM
Phone 277-51 51

------------------------1 FREE French Fries I

Ski team
group to meet
A membership meeting. for anyone interested in Alpine ski racing
on ihe Lobo "B" and "C" teams
this winter wili held at 4 p.m. today
in room 101 of Carlisle Gym. For
more information call Paul Beberg
at 277-5423 or 277-5244.

son opener on the road against Missouri. Going solely by last year's
records, the two teams are clearly
opposites: Missouri was 8-4, Colorado State 0-12. Behind center for
the Rams will be quarterback Terry
Nugent.
In another debut for a new coach,
Bill Yung takes his Texas-El Paso
Miners on the road to traditional rival New Mexico State. NMSU has
won the last four games in the series,
but Saturday's contest could tum out
to be a picnic compared to what's
coming for UTEP.

1
1
I
1805 LAS LOMAS NE • 21'2· 0607

1
1

with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30or more)
Coupon expires 9-7-82

Frontier Restaurant

1
1
I

1
1

~-------------------------~
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5. ForSale

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline is 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Come to o11r ofllct•, lvlmnm llillf H.oom 1.'11 ton Jkclonclo })J·. hl'fween tlw
11/lCI hiology lmilclings) ilTlY time• fi'Om 8:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Alondm·
throut.rh Friclar m· mail it to UN.\1 JJo..: 20, A/h. N. Jf. 87131

fotmwlism

1. Personals
t•R•;<;NAN<'Y Tf:STJN<; 4<

~ounseling.

Phone 247·
tfn
CONl'At'fS·I'OLISIIlNG, SOI.UTIONS Cosey
Optical ('omJlnny on l.omnsjust west of Washington.
tfn
WE IJ()l' UJSTRJIIUTORS. Prescription cyeglm
frumn. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
runless. $~4.SO (tegulnr $6~.00). Pny uss Opticians,
~007 Mennul N.l'.,ncross froml.nllelles.
tfn
('JIINt~'i~ JJUt'n:r. C"IU:Al'l All you can enl.
lunch $1.4.1, Supper $4.50, Sunday Orunch SJ.45.
Jno·Jno's l'lnce, ~000 CehtrniAve. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'ORT I'IIOTOS. 1,0Wt:S1' prices! Pleasant
pidur~l! 12.1 We IIniey Sl· corner Silver. Please call
first. u.~ 1123
tfn
A('("t'RAH: JNtOitMA'IlON ABOUT con·
tru•csmun, stertli~t1tion, nbortl~>n. Right To Choose,
~.24 0171
tfn
TltASSH:R WOMt:"it SORORITY women at lJNM
arc louking fur other sorority women whose ar.
filinliOtl~ n1e m•t established on this campus. Sorority
women here wouM like tu include you in UNM's
t;rcek system ('nll the Studem Acti•rtles Center at
21~ 4(176 or •orne by the ~enter, room 106, New
Me~•wtrmun Burlding
9/3
1iil;-w(l.~fi.:l.;•'i U'AM needs goalkeepers. Socc~r
e'pcrtcn•e unnet~c~snry, •olleyball, softball,
ha,kctl>all nthnnt~IJet•W• 277 2181, u;ft.1064, 2~~.

9819.

1470

9. 3

l:SEll BOOKS & murd~ hpe.:inlly fine paperback
htcmturc, m>n lo.llnn, krds. Ills~ounts, dragoM,
1\ugu•t I I' <ale New nddrels 139 Har•nrd Sl' lhrd~••ng
911
<;·, i. tOR MOJH:L'i fur meh of VNM and women
<>f l'N\1 19R1 .alendar~. No rnoueling e'perience
rr<)utred fltuttl1nr fl>r nppolntmenl~ i1 Wednclday
'>crt. ht C'all RRJ 0110. M·l·, 94 e\·ening~ 883·0672
9.11
WANTt,:U SIIU:R t"OR 13 yr. old girl 2'3 c\Crtings
11 ·...eck Mondav & Wednesday most needed. Call
2~1

2821

9i)

fAT IS A hnnnrn hsne. Oroups forming now. Call
281-1 1 9~
9.1'24
l'!'llllf WOMt:N'S SO('('ER team tryouts,
Wed Thun6:30pm. UNM South Field.
912
··nEE TWO MONT II J!Uppiu, half Pitbull. 3 part
l'mmn kitties 243-4102
9/J
Sn10ENT VOUlNTt:ERS NEEDED in community
~cr•ice agencies, You cnn n1akc n difference! Gain
experimce, gain satisfaction. C.all the Student
Volunteer Uureau at 256-1663 or 247.()497 or drop In
nt l801lnslomnsN.E.
9/9
YOtJ!'I(l SPA Yf:J) H:l\IAU: labrador Australian
Sheperd needs a ~ood home loyal and Protective.
:!43·2348.
9/8
MISS KAPPA-SORRY for the way I acted, but, I
wa1 nght. l'ricnds, Snowman.
9/l

2. Lost & Found
C'l.All\1 \'OUR I.OST possessions at Campus Pollee
8;00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
RANDOLPII, STEPIIANIE plerucelaim your wallet
in Marron Hall Room 131
9/1
AMELIA, WHERE ARE you? Lost cat Aug, 22,
near Wruh/Lomas. Part Siamese, Orcen collar. J.D.
lag. Jf(oundcali256·0453AfterS. Reward.
9/3
··oUND: BLACK A WHITE Ionghaired cat. Sick:
needs attention. Duena Vista & Lead. 242·1228. 913
LOST 1.. KE\'S, Reward. Don 884-7255.
918

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
26!i·331S.
tfn
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY ·pronto at
Klnko/Pronto: TLC at no e~tra charge. We will edit.
K/P, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BV English MAl editor,
Vast eJtJ)erience with dissertations, pal)eu. Editing
available. Ncar Campus. 256-0916.
9/17
STUDENT DIRECTORY DELETION or mime! and
addresst!. Deadline to have your name deleted Is
September 3, 1982. Stop by Student Activities Center,
Main Floor, SUB,
9/3
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS RECHARTER so
your orsanizalion can appear in 1982·83 "Campus
Oulde to Chartered Student Organltatlohs,"
Rechartering deadline is Friday, 5eptetriber 10. Call
277-4706 or come by Student Activities Center Room
106SUB.
9/10
GUITAR INSTRUCTION, CLASSICAL, other
styles, Call Rob, 867•3158.
9/16
CONSERSATIONAL SPANISH, FRENCH;
Porttlgese, Italian, Oerman, t\tiorins student.
discount 293-4065.
9/17
BALLOONS - BALLOONS LET Bubbles Bangles
& Balloons, Inc. give that someone special a "Big
Lift" t-lelium tlalloon Bouquets for all occasions-

llirthdays, Anniversaries, Oct well, New Baby, 'or
"Just bcca\l!d love you". 298·5411
9/3
GUITAR LESSONS, CLASSICAl., Jazz, Folk. See
Flier around com pus. Joho Mit~heiJ 268·0496
9/3
t;cONOMICS TUTORING 877·6885
9/13
VOl.KSWAGt:N TUNF_.tiPS, repairs.Call Jane247·
8609
9/l
TYPt:IUGIIT-PROFESSIONAL TYPING Service.
265·5203
917
QUAJ.JTY TYPING, LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 299·135.5.
12113
TVI'IST-TEilM PAPERS 15 cenu, Resumes. 299·
8970.
9/30

4. Housing

IIOUSE!IIATE [MALE OR femllle) wanted to share
3 brdm., 2 bath house with fireplace, large front &

back yard. Serious students onlyl $250/mo, Inc. rent
,uti!, cleaning maim. Toni 2SS·83IS
9/2
GRAD STUDENT LOOKING for clean, easygoing
male/female opt. mute $170/mo. Inclusive. Ncar
UNM w/pool. Charlie after6pm243·1674. Day277·
6S77
9/3
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE IIOUSEMATE wanted,
N.E. Heights. Phone294-1338.
9/3
IIOUSEMA TE WANTED: EXCELLENT location
near UNM, Jorge bedroom, private bath. Sl40 plus.
2S6-7127, 898.8730
9/2
lfOUSt:MATE WANTED $115.00 plus Y, utilities,
pets O.K. 873·11.12
917
IIOUSEMATE WANTED TO share spacious Un•
furnished apartment. $45/mo. plus 11 utilities. 242·
2249
9/7
FOR RENT ONE bedroom. $165.00 plus. Harvard
St. 265·1853
9/3
ROOMMATE, TIIREE BF.DROOM, sill miles
UNM, 5165 Includes all. 293·5042
911
ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 bdrm. 2 bath, N.E. area
$JS1.50tmo plus elec. Phone Meg 884-4397.
9/8
IIOUSt:!ltATE WANTED, NICE 2 bdrm. house
super close to law s~hool, SISO/mo, Charlie 265·
1474.
9/3
FREE UTILITIES. COZ\' Efficiency apartment, two
blocks from UNM. Quiet tree lined street $160/mo.
$80 deposit. 242·1800.
9/8
FOR RENT: CONilOMINIUM two bedrooms, two
b"thruom~, garage, patio. Access to swimming pool.
Near Wyoming and Spain. Call292·3280, 296·3225,

Tilt: Cl'fAOEl_.SUPt:Jtll locution ncar UNM and
downtown. Du! service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kn~hen with dishwasher nnd disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and lnund:y, Adult
couple~, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494.
tfn
F'Oit Rt:NT: EFFlt'tt:NC\' apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., SI90Jmo., all utililies paid, $125 security
dcJJosit. T·ully rurnished·sc~urity locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
FOR l.t:ASt: 675 sq. ft. office space across from
l:NM call tnrry or Dorothy 26~-9~42 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
l'O.SSIUERAn: GUY TO share nearby furni!hed
house with other serious students. No drugs or
918
smoking. Util. furnished. WiD. 26Utlil7. 223 Rich·
LARGE I BDR., Sl90irno. Unfurnished, laundry
mnnd SE. St75 plu1 O.D,
9!3
room. 242·6030, 881·9004.
9/3
I llt:OltOOllf HlflNISUED & paid utilities, 1218
Copper NI' $230, Studio $200, 200 1effcrson NE I br.
$210,7900 llcll, 1 br. unfurnished$18.5 842·6170.
913
H:MAU: JIOUSEMATE WA!IITEI> to $hare
beauuful l1ouse with two people. Walk or ride to
UNM. Rent$127.50, depositS40,CaiiAna266·1709
Makers of Handmade
9/l
Indian Jewelry
ROOMMATE WANTED: SHARE comfortable 3
OLDTOWN
bedroom SE Heights home with architect- Graduate
students preferred. No idiots, slobs, large dogs, or
fnnnti~s ofony sort, please. Sl.501mo plus •.r, utilities.
2SS·S836 e•·cnings/243·9639 days,
912 ·------------~--,
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SEVERAL PERMAN.ENT !l parl·tlme positions
open for enerscuc, motivated people. Fl~lllble hours,
10-15 hours weekly, For lnitiallntervlew call Eric at
266-716S,
9/3
OCTAGON VIDEO GAMES il now accepting
applicatons for part-time positions. Apply in person.
Located at Menaul and Carlisle In the Zody's
9/3
shopping plaza.

1
•A
1 2 Slice.s Of Cheese Pizza
1
& A Large Soft Drink
1
$1.65
1
wtth coupon today ~1

II
I

I
1

I
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Auto Parts
New Mexico Distributing
American & Foreign
Phone: 243-5503
1600 Central, SE

15°k Discount to Students
~

ONE DRAGON
Szeehuan Restaurant
Delielously different
Chinese Szeehuan Cuslne.
Hot and Spley
Luncheon Special
Student Special 82.49
Family Dinner
Special Design for Vegetarians
Starting September 10th
Laneheou Bullet
Hours: Mon·Fri 11:30 run-9:00pm
Sat. 11:30 am-9:30pm
111 Cornell SE
Phone 255-4222
Across f.rom Johnson Gym
We uow ncecpt credit cnrds:VIsn & M!C

RANDALL GUITAR AMP: 2·channel, 120 watts
9/l
R.M.s. asking$350. Call Orca, 299-4321
FOR SALJ>; B)' owner- 4 blocks south of UNM - a
2 bedroom adobe house and apl, Large yard. Rental
Investment property. 831·2080- Barbara
9/1
CARS AN\' MAXE any color, new - \)sed. Call
Tom Byrne 277-2397
9/1
LIXE NEW Ill HP-34C Calculator. Just S8S.OO. Jim
844-7$$4
9/1
1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Convertible, BOod
condition, 88).0280
9/2
COMPUTER STUPENTSl HAVE your own CRT
and MODEM I Fall special S714,(i3 plus t~ll. Regular
$923.00. Call243·4566,
913
1981 HONDA CB650, perfect condition, 4100 miles
$1500.00. Call 897·1308 after 4;00 or anytime
weekend.
9/3
CALCULATORS ON SALE UNM bookstore: TI·
30's scientific-regularly $14, now $8.95; Casio's
Standard HL-8095-regularly $9,95, now $5.95.
While supplies last!.
9/7
5-CHANNEL RADIO. SIS.OO. Davis tennis
racquet. $35.00. Ilktelon racquetball rncquet. $25.00,
243-7576
917
TREK 613 10 SPEED, $300.00. KHS EXPRESS 10
SPEED, $140.00. 892·0187
9/2
OVER-HAULED SMJTII Corona portable
9/3
typewriter. $7S,OO, Cash. 883-7285
SCHWINN 10-SPEEI> 21-inch $60.00. Unicycle
$2$.00. 268..()468.
917
19110 HONDA 7SOF Low mileage. $2100 or best
offer. Call831·0780.
9/8
AKC GOLDEN RETRIEVER pups. Great personality, 4 weeks old. 831-5140.
9/8
FULL BED, CLEAN $6S; Camera, zoom, flash,
case, all $200. 266·9462.
9/2
PAIR, EMBDEN GEESE (male and female) $15.00
Call after 5:00 299-2697.
9/J
10 SPEED BICYCLE, e~cellent condition bike
rack-roof mount, utility trailer. 344-2931.
9/8
1965 COR VA JR. WHITE 4-door in good conditon.
Call884-8653 after 7:00pm.
9/8

7. Travel
ADVERTISE \'OUR RIDE in the Dally Lobo,

lfn

8. Miscellaneous
SHORTS, JOGGING SUITS 200Jo off, Kaufman's..
A Real Army-Navy store, S minutes from UNM
265·7777
9/2
DAYPACKS-BACKPACKS-CHEAPEST prices
around; US made. Kaufman's-A Ru~ Army-Navy
store. 504 Yale SE 265-7777
9/2
ARMY PANTS, SIIORTS- Kaufman's-·A Real
Army· Navy store. 26S·7777
9/2
WHISTLES, LOUD, CHEAP, unbreakable from
$1.50, Kaufman's-A Real Army-Navy store, 504
ValeSE265·7777
9/2
WO!IIEN'S PERFOR!ItANO: GROUP, Seeks
a~tresses tcchles inlerested parties 266-9461 P.O. Box
40371 City87196
9/2

9. Las N otlclas

!IIEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
In Las Notlc1as,
tfn
CPR: MORNING, AFfERNOON and evening
classes available. Call 277·3136 for information and
registration. $3.00 fee.
9/IO
A!IIERICAN
MARKETING ASSOCIATION.
Membership meeting Wednesday, Sept. l, 7:00pm
Ortega Hall 335. Topic: "Communicating wih your
boss or II steps to getting a promotion". Everyone
welcome!.
9/1
SOCCER PLAYERS WANTED Men's3rd dlv. 883·
1194.
9/3
SUB RECREATJON CORNER Act will present two
solo guitarist, ~van Rane and David Earl Jluck from
12:00 noon-I :OOpm on Wed, Sept. 1st at the New
Mexico Union South Fountain.
9/1
GRAND-OPENINGS DANO: in the subway
station Saturday, September 4th, 9:00pm-1:00am,
featuring "Zozobra", "The Hammers", and "Jams
Unlimited". Admission free-UNM student w/I,D.,
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evcn1n8'• Must be $3.00-general public. Located on Northwest lower
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls please. level, New Mexico Union. For more information, call
913
Saveway l.lquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 277·4056..
Menaul NE.
9/24
WANTED: FOR FALL semester: Tutors,-:::==============:::
Tutor/Counselors for all subjects, particularly
~··""'.-;:,.~ •
English, Moth. Biology, Chemistry, Work Study
&~
~,
preferred. Call Athletic Advisement Office, 277·6$36
"")'?'--= ,,•:.
. />·)•....--- .• ,

6. Employmtmt

RELIABLE STUI>ENT WANTED for occassl:::.
babysitting near UNM. Call 843·6523 eves and
weekends
911
IIELP WANTED, YARD work, large yard-old
town orca. Lot of work now, after frost 1·2 times a
month.247-8522
9/1

1
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Festive
5 Burning
10 Pudding type
14 Ending for
man or tan
15 Veins
16 Mr. Arkin
17 Paper
quantity
18 NWT lake:
2 words
20 Gem .
22 Hiatus
23 Cleaner
24 Comedian
George26 Echoic word
27 Fabric
3 0 - - on the
chin
34 Made sweet
sounds
35 Foundation
36 Like: Suf.
37 Of land ownership
38 Garment
40 Doer: Suf.
41 Edge
42 Tumult
43 Rearward
45 Ship area
47 Great talent

48 Edenite
49 Roomier
50 Instant
53 Stumble
54 Antler
58 Repeat:
2 words
61 USSR river
62 Egyptian god
63 Fur
64 Noggin
65 Crust
66 Age group
67 Blackthorn
DOWN
1 Attire
2 Novelist
James3 Regan's
father
4WACor
WAAC:
2words
5 Math. subj.
6 Overlook
7 Utopian
8 Garner
9 EDT less
1 hr.
10 Greet
11 Winglike
12 Turned over
13 Sunday

~

\.C.
~S~-·<>8_0~

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

punch
19 Fastener
21 Single
25- manner
26 Mean coward
27 Frolic
28 TV sound
29 Trudge
30 Bitumen
31 Habitats
32 Passive
33 Coated metal
35 Nipped
39 Garden tool
40 Jockey gear

42 Split ·
44 Rung
46 Short time
47 Pilots
49 Scribe
50 Despot
51 Oar: Pref.
52 Image
53 Feminine
suffiX
55 Spoken
56 Treaty org.
57 Elation
59 Speck
60 Vetch

